
N A T U R A L  C O M F O R T

m a d e  f r o m  p i n a p p l e  l e a f



Pinalo started from the wish to bring Lombok new opportunity for economy growth by using natural resources. We
searched for a product that could join traditional process, different communities and raw material that was already
growing here. Our path was crossed by pineapple, that was used only for the fruit. So we started from scratch. 
Searching for pineapple farmers in the East Lombok and teaching them how to get fiber from leafs. Developing
machines for scraping pina leaf with senior highschool Ondak Jaya to improve process of getting fiber out. Drying
fiber and bringing it to weaving villages where 30 ladies would handwoven them into amazing fabric that we named
Pinalo. And we didn't stop there. Beside developing fiber we started our own line of products by joining another
community of sewing ladies in Lombok to empower woman even stronger.

Pinalo is not me, Pinalo is us and it represents opportunity for better life for all involved.

PINALO- PINEAPPLE FROM LOMBOKOur story





 
 

NATURALY RESOURCED
ECO FRIENDLY 

EMPOWERING WOMAN
 

Challenging modern production techniques that place
too much emphasis on profit at the expense of people
and  environment, for our values in eco-sustainability. 
It's not  about how cheaply a product can be
manufactured, but for us it is of great importance that
our products are sourced responsibly, using natural
and organic materials and supporting communities of
woman in rural areas of Lombok. 

 

Our values



how do we make it ?



Fabrics
For designers with sustainable

vision.Choose between deifferent

sizes of threat that are used for

producing the pinalo fabrics.

Fabric is made from pina leafs

and natural cotton from cotton

tree, both grown and processed

in Lombok, Indonesia 



PINA FIBER

PURE NATURAL SOFT

COTTON

DENSITY

TWIST DIRECTION

80% 80% 20%

20% 20% 80%

1-2 mm 1mm 0,5-1 mm

twisted yarns single yarns single yarns

Specification





fabric pure
size    50 cm x 120 cm
color  any

P00013 P00014
 

P00015



fabric natural
size    50 cm x 120 cm
color  any

P00001 P00002 P00003
 

P00004



fabric natural
size    50 cm x 120 cm
color  any

P00005 P00006 P00007
 

P00008



P00009 P00010 P00011
 

P00012

fabric natural
size    50 cm x 120 cm
color  any



P00016

P00017
 

fabric soft
size    100 cm x 250 cm
color  any

P00018
 

P00019
 

P00040
 

P00041
 

P00042
 

P00043
 



pillow covers
Made from natural pinalo fabric. 

Easy to maintenance and available

in different sizes and colors.



High quality pillow covers are
perfect for bedroom decoration
or any sitting area. Hand-
weaved and durable, ready for
long time use. Available in any
color and custom made sizes
also.
Zipper is chosen with attention
to color and made from chrom.





    

P00020 P00021 P00022 P0023
 

P00024
 

pillow covers
size    50 x 50   or   45 x 45 
color any



P00025
 

P00026
 

pillow covers
size    50 x 50   or   45 x 45   or 45 x 30
color any





pillow covers
size    50 x 50   or   45 x 45   or 45 x 30
color any

P00027
 

P00028
 



for dinning
Placemats, table runners and all other details

you need to make perfect decoration for your

perfect meal.





    

P00030

placemats
size   30 x 45    
color any





    

P00031

table runner
color any,  size   35 x 130    

 



 
 

For orders, prices and collaborations please
contact us through Whats app.
All our products can be customized with sizes and
colors.

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Contact

Danica Badovinac
Pinalo co-founder
WA: +62 81 338 424 605

Aisyah Odist
Pinalo founder
WA: +62 81 139 011 08

pinalo_lombok

PINALO
ORGANIC FABRIC
Lombok, Indonesia

 
JL. Leo no.89,

AMPENAN
83216, Mataram,

Lombok, INDONESIA
 
 
 




